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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Bihar is one of the highest producers of burnt clay bricks in the country. The entire building material 

consumption is from clay bricks which puts an immense pressure on the agricultural top soil. Use of top 

soil in brick making reduces the fertility affecting the food grain production of the State. This is of grave 

concern for the mainly agrarian economy of Bihar. With increased demand on infrastructure and 

housing, the demand for building materials will increase putting a further pressure on the natural 

resources.  

On the other hand the production of burnt clay bricks is increasing with the rise in price of coal which is 

the main energy source in brick production. With more than 50% of the production cost coming from 

use of coal, the production cost is bound to rise. Thus increasingly, people are looking for alternate 

building materials to make housing affordable. 

As an alternate means, cleaner brick production technologies  are available to reduce the burden of top 

soil consumption and reduced energy costs. This creates a win-win situation for all with reduced 

environmental hazards for the Government and improved profitability for entrepreneur.  

Thus it is proposed that within a radius of 100km from National Thermal Power Corporation, Kahalgaon 

Thermal Power Station, use of fly ash bricks in public construction may be strictly implemented from 

2014. This order may be notified earlier so that adequate enterprises may start production immediately. 

Similarly a radius of 100 km from Patna may be declared as a cleaner brick production cluster with 

promotion and procurement of cleaner bricks from technologies e.g. Vertical Shaft Brick Kiln, Zig Zag 

firing technology and use of internal fuel in existing firing technologies.  
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Introduction 

 

The construction sector is an important part of the Indian economy with a contribution of 10% in the 

GDP while registering an annual growth of 9%. Burnt clay bricks are the backbone of this sector. India 

is the second largest producer of clay fired bricks in the world after China, accounting for more than 10 

percent of global production. India is estimated to have more than 100,000 authorized brick kilns, 

producing about 150-200 billion bricks annually. It employs around 10 million workers consuming about 

25 million tons of coal annually. For the production of clay bricks, top soil to the extent of 350 million 

tonnes is used every year, which is a reason for concern. Since the brick sector is labor intensive, it 

limits its capacity to produce any other type of bricks. Brick Kilns fall into one, or both, of the following 

categories; Intermittent Kilns where bricks are fired in batches e.g., Clamp, Scove and Scotch; and/ or 

Continuous Kilns; where firing occurs all the time, e.g., Hoffman, Bull’s Trench, Habla, etc. Across India 

brick making is still typically a manual process. The most common type of kilns used to fire bricks is 

Bull’s trench kilns (BTK). The share of energy cost in brick production varies between 35%-50%. Clay is 

the most common material, with modern clay bricks formed in one of three processes; soft mud, dry 

press, or extruded. Brick kilns are increasingly being set up in agricultural lands thereby reducing their 

fertility.  

Traditionally brick kilns are situated near river bank areas mainly because of easy access to sediments 

and alluvium soil, which is used for the preparation of the bricks. Where this facility is not available, 

brick kilns are being constructed inside villages. 

Fly ash is a waste produced due to coal combustion in thermal power plants. In India, large quantities 

of fly ash are being generated, as most of our energy demand is met through coal based thermal power 

stations. The fly ash generation is expected to grow further as coal will continue to remain the major 

source of energy for at least the next 25 years. Fly ash if not managed well, may pose environmental 

challenges. The problem with fly ash lies in the fact that not only does its disposal require large 

quantities of land, water and energy, its fine particles, if not managed well, can become airborne and 

cause serious health and environmental hazards. Currently 90 million tons of fly ash are being 

generated annually in India, with 65,000 acres of land being occupied by ash ponds. Such a huge 

quantity does pose challenging problems, in the form of land use, health hazards and environmental 

damages. Fly ash is also a raw material for different industries. Some of major application areas of fly 

ash are: cement manufacturing, part replacement of cement in mortar and concrete, road & 

embankment construction, dyke raising, structural fill for reclaiming low lying areas, hydraulic 

structures, stowing material for mines, agricultural & forestry and other medium & high value added 

products like tiles, paints, light weight aggregate, extraction of alumina, cenospheres, bricks etc. Thus 

fly ash can be considered as a “resource” and not a waste. However out of the total ash being 

generated (including fly and pond ash) only 54% is currently being used. 
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Relevance to Bihar 

 

Bihar is India’s new miracle economy. In the five year period between 2004-2005 to 2008-2009, Bihar’s 

GDP has grown by a stunning 11.03%; way beyond the definition of 7% growth for a “miracle 

economy”. This has been possible with investment in various sectors, including the construction sector. 

If this growth rate needs to be sustained, the demand growth for quality building materials will increase 

manifold. Manifestation of the same is already been felt from the acute mismatch between demand and 

supply of walling materials. In Indira Awas Yojana (a popular rural social housing scheme for weaker 

sections) alone there is shortfall of around 5489 million bricks. 

To cater to this shortfall, it is obvious that there will be new brick industries coming up in the state of 

Bihar. The brick industry in Bihar (typical to any Indian Brick Industry) is besieged with age old Bull’s 

Trench Kiln Technology. Technological advances have brought out fixed chimney variant of BTK 

technology replacing the movable chimneys. Instances of VSBK technology are also gaining popularity. 

In spite of the advances made; the brick industry in Bihar still remains one of the major polluting and 

resource inefficient sectors creating a growing health concern among the local population. Pollution 

situations are aggravated especially during the winter months with restricted wind movement. In North 

Bihar areas of Terai regions, this further worsens during the winter season when thermal inversion, 

where cold air flowing down from the mountains is trapped under a layer of warmer air, creates a lid, 

which keeps the pollutants sealed within the plains.  

The Bihar brick industry is currently dominated by around 5,500 FCKs producing around 22,000 million 

bricks per year. At current production it consumes around 88 million tonnes of agricultural top soil and 

around 5 million tonnes of coal which lead to an emission of 15 million tonnes of CO2 each year. The 

amounts of particulate pollution are also beyond tolerable limits. Use of low quality imported coal from 

North East India e.g. Assam, Meghalaya etc. leads to high CO2 and SO2 emissions contributing to 

climate change. Particulate matter and SO2 cause serious health problems, predominantly in the 

respiratory system. Of late interest is the measurement of black carbon or soot also which is also 

considered to be a major source of global warming. It has also been found that one of the major 

reasons of glacier melting is due to black carbon. This is of particular importance to Bihar due to its 

proximity to the Himalaya’s and the high number of rivers flowing through the state which originate 

from the Himalayan mountain range. 

The brick industry is an important industry in the rural economy of Bihar. While there is a geographical 

space within which brick kiln are located to take advantage of soil, they are not located in very close 

proximity of one another. Thus brick kilns in Bihar can be viewed as a “regional industrial cluster” in the 

rural sector. It employs millions of workers, mostly migrant in nature who come with their families and 

works for several months. In brick kilns there is usually no work during the rainy season, as a result of 

which workers are forced to look for other jobs or return to native villages. Many of the workers belong 

to the poorest sections of society, separated from whatever social and other support structures existed 

in their area of origin. They are also typically isolated in their new settings. The workers are highly 

vulnerable to manipulation by contractors bypassing basic labour regulations and rights. The industry 

also has a high incidence of child labour which is unpaid and exploited. 
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Opportunities 

 

The Bihar brick industry consumes around 5 million tonnes of coal thereby releasing around 15 million 

tonnes of CO2 each and every year. Apart from air and land pollution from burnt brick activity, another 

source of air and land pollution in Bihar is from the disposal of fly ash emanated from the burning of 

coal in thermal power plants. In Bihar only, the total fly ash generation is around 6 million tonnes per 

annum of which only 25% is currently being utilized. The rest is either dumped in ash ponds or use as 

landfills creating further pollution problems especially during the summer months.  

The present research study looks at techno-economic feasibility of cleaner brick production at two 

clusters in Bihar. The chosen clusters for the study are: 

1. Bhagalpur, Khagaria, Munger  

2. Ara, Patna  

These clusters have a high density of burnt clay brick production and also have the potential of 

alternate brick production i.e. fly ash due to the presence of National Thermal Power Plant at 

Kahalgaon.  

With present scale of production from 3 thermal power plants at 2,780 MW1 the fly ash production is 

around 3.80 million tons. New thermal power plants are also coming up at Barh and Shivanpur having a 

combined capacity of 5,280 MW. Operation of these plants will create an additional generation of 7.20 

million tons of fly ash creating further environmental pollution.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1  Central Electricity Authority, New Delhi, April 2012 
 Kanti Bidyut Utpadan Nigam Limited, Muzaffarpur Thermal Power Station, 220 MW 
    National Thermal Power Corporation Limited, Kahalgaon, 2340 MW 

Bihar State Electricity Board, Barauni, 220 MW 

 

Cluster 1 
Arah, Patna 

Cluster 2 
Bhagalpur, Munger, Khagaria 
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Objectives of the feasibility study 

 

The present study looks at mapping the current brick sector and suggesting possibilities of alternate 

cleaner production technologies which will not only reduce pollution but also create enhanced 

profitability for entrepreneurs. 

The specific objectives of the feasibility study are: 

1. Map the brick making industries in selected clusters 

2. Map the industrial waste suitable for brick making in selected clusters 

3. Suggests methods to introduce cleaner brick production technologies  
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Feasibility study design 

 

The present analysis is based on Descriptive Study, which focuses on studying and identification of 

industrial hazardous wastes and suggest manner of utilization in the region. This descriptive study 

attempts to describe and explain conditions of the present by using many subjects. 

 

Sample Design:  

Universe for this research study is selected to be Bihar and the Sampling Unit is the cluster region of 

Bhagalpur, Patna and Ara districts. Brick making entrepreneurs were selected both from red bricks and 

fly-ash brick making sectors.   

 

Sources and Types of data 

Both primary and secondary data have been collected and used for the purpose of the present research 

work. Primary data’s been collected through observation and interviews. Face to face interviews were 

conducted with the immediate superior and various other workers of the brick making units from both 

the fly-ash and brick making units. 

Secondary data’s were collected from each District Mining Office of the Patna, Bhagalpur, Ara, Khagaria 

and Bihar State Pollution Control Board. To obtain detailed information about the state and the 

industrial scenario, reference is being taken from the organizational website and various other sources. 

 

Methods of data analysis 

The qualitative inputs collected from different kinds of respondents both from the red bricks and fly-ash 

bricks manufacturing sector have been summarized and analyzed in the analysis chapter. Correlation 

and other statistic tools have been used in this analysis. 

 

Constraints of the study 

1) The study of the project is confined only to the cluster region of Bhagalpur, Ara and Patna 

districts only. 

2) Some of the respondents were not cooperative and some of them were not genuine to express 

their views due to some confusion or any other reasons because it was a descriptive type 

questions and due to lack of time as well. 
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Feasibility study outcomes 

 

6.1. Technology used for brick production in Bihar 

In India, variants of the Bull’s Trench Kiln are the most common brick firing technology followed. 

Previously it was the movable chimney variant with two steel chimneys on an oval base. After its ban by 

the Supreme Court, the movable chimney has been replaced by various variants of the continuous brick 

firing technologies e.g. the fixed chimney BTK, zig zag kiln with forced draught, the vertical shaft brick 

kiln. Despite the ban of movable chimney BTK across the country, there are many states where it is still 

under operation. Amongst all the states in India, Bihar is the only state where entrepreneurs have 

successfully followed the conversion of movable chimney to fixed chimney BTK. This is attributed to the 

strict enforcement of the same by concerned regulatory authorities and willingness of entrepreneurs in 

moving to newer firing methods.  Instances of alternate technology e.g. the forced draught zig zag kiln 

and vertical shaft brick kiln are slowly gaining popularity. Fly ash technology has yet not been a popular 

technology due to the absence of raw material available within a profitable distance. 

Technical details of the technologies are given below: 

 

Fixed chimney BTK 

In 1996, following a Government order to ban movable chimney 

BTK and raise stack height to 100 ft, movable chimney BTK’s 

were to accommodate taller and permanent fixed chimney’s. 

Underground piping (gravity settling chamber) was necessary to 

divert the flue gas to the chimney. This also required extending 

the width of the base. The taller chimney creates a stronger 

draft, which improves combustion to some extent and enables 

flue gas to be released at 100 ft, dispersing the pollutants over 

a wider area. With the present form, it has a slightly improved 

energy efficiency compared to movable chimney BTK.  

Other than the above there are sporadic instances of high draught, VSBK and fly ash in some areas, 

although not very popular. 

 

6.2. Burnt brick industry 

6.1.1. The burnt brick industry and relevant product quality 

The burnt brick industry in Bihar is dependent mainly on demand of the building materials. Since most 

of industries produce burnt clay bricks, thus FCK technologies are predominant. Due to the rural and 

unorganized nature of the industry no formal data exists on the actual number of brick kilns. However a 

fair estimate can be had from the data of Mining Department. The picture shows the distribution of 

brick kilns in the surveyed clusters. 
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The annual brick production the above districts are given in the Table: 

Table 1: Annual burnt brick production (estimated) 

Sl. District Brick production 

(in Lakhs) 

1. Patna 17,200 

2. Bhojpur 8,800 

   

3. Bhagalpur 4,960 

4. Khagaria 2,760 

5. Munger 2,280 

 

It is seen that even being a small district Bhojpur has higher brick production than Bhagalpur. This is 

due to the supply of majority of the bricks produced in the highly populated areas of Danapur and 

Patna. Most of the brick production in these areas are clustered in distinct areas. In Bhojpur district 

most of the kilns are situated in and around the flood plains of the river Ganges. The kiln density is so 

high that in some cases they even share the common kiln wall. In Bhagalpur district majority of the 

brick kilns are situated in Ghogha district. 

 

 

 

Patna 
430 

Khagaria 
69 

Bhojpur 
220 

Munger 
57 

Bhagalpur 
124 

Brick kiln situation near Byapur, Bhojpur district 
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Representative samples from brick kilns were collected and tested at National Institute of Technology, 

Patna. Test results are given in the Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Compressive strength of burnt brick 

Sl. District Compressive strength 

(kg/cm
2
) 

1. Patna 130 - 140 

2. Bhojpur 120 - 140 

   

3. Bhagalpur 120 - 140 

4. Khagaria 100 - 120 

5. Munger 90 - 120 

 

It is seen that there is no appreciable variation in the strength of the bricks across the clusters. This is 

due to the uniformity of the alluvial soil found mostly in Eastern, Central and Western Bihar along the 

flood plains of river Ganges. 

 

6.1.2. Product economics 

It was seen that the brick prices in the two clusters do not have a large variation. The prices range 

between Rs. 5.00 to Rs. 5.50 per brick. This is mainly due to price of coal which is more or less uniform 

across all the clusters. Moreover the fuel prices contribute to almost more than 50% of the production 

cost. Labour costs are also uniform across clusters. However no final data could be ascertained from 

brick entrepreneurs for calculation of burnt clay bricks.  

 

6.2. Waste utilization industries 

6.2.1. Status of fly ash production in Bihar 

The state of Bihar has a variety of waste materials suitable for use in brick making. These are in the 

form of agri waste and also industrial wastes. The rice husk ash produced from rice mills and boiler ash 

from sugar processing industries can be used on brick production. Similarly fly ash produced from 

Brick kiln situation in Ghogha, Bhagalpur district 
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thermal power plants has the highest potential of producing quality bricks without creating any 

environmental pollution since coal is not used to produce the bricks. The present feasibility study will 

only look at the use of fly ash as an industrial waste in brick making. 

In India around 83,797 MW is the installed capacity of power generation from around 90 coal/lignite 

based thermal power stations. Central Electricity Authority regularly monitors the fly ash generation and 

its utilization on behalf of the Ministry of Power. Annually around 122 million tonnes of fly ash are 

produced with a total utilization of approximately 54%. This is due to use of coarse wet pond ash in 

roads and bridges to a large extent. 

The State of Bihar has 3 operating units with the following statistics of ash utilization and generation. 

 

Table 3: Ash utilization data in Bihar 

S

l

. 

Name of Power 

Utility 

Location Installed 

Capacity 

Coal 

consumpt

ion(mtpa) 

Ash 

generatio

n (mtpa) 

Ash 

utilization 

(mtpa) 

% utilized 

1

. 

Kahalgaon Super 

Thermal Power 

Station 

Kahalgaon, 

Bhagalpur 

2340 MW 8.08 2.74 0.19 7.12 

2

. 

Kanti Bijlee 

Utpadan Nigam 

Ltd 

Muzaffarpur 220 MW 0.31 0.14 1.16 82.43 

3 Barauni Thermal 

Power Station 

Begusarai 220 MW 0.21 0.06 0.04 66.66 

 

The high utilization of fly ash from Muzaffarpur is due to its use in the expressway projects passing 

through the district.  

Above data shows that Kahalgaon Super Thermal Power Station ranks the highest in terms of coal 

consumption, quantity of ash generated but the lowest when compared to the quantity of ash 

utilization. It only utilizes 7.12% of total ash generated. The remaining unutilized is dumped in ash 

ponds and therefore poses a great problem both from the environment perspective as well as for the 

Power Plant officials. The upcoming unit at Barh near Patna would rank the highest in terms of coal 

consumption and ash generation after its commissioning and subsequent utilization. With the planning 

of many more units in the state of Bihar, the situation is going to worsen if adequate steps are not 

undertaken. On the other hand it creates an excellent opportunity to utilize the ash in producing fly ash 

bricks an alternate to burnt bricks. Some of the intended power units in the state of Bihar in the near 

future are as follows: 
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Table 4: Ash utilization data in Bihar 

Sl. Name Location Installed 

Capacity 

MOU Signed/Awaited 

1. Not received yet Sivanpur 1980 MW Inaugurated 

1. M/s Usha Martin  

 

Meherpur, Pirpainti 

Block  

1220-1320 MW  

 

Awaited  

 

2. M/s Nalanda Power 

Company Ltd  

Govindpur, Pirpainti 

Block, Bhagalpur  

4*500 MW  

 

Signed  

 

3. M/s Ganga Power and 

Natural Resources Ltd  

Meherpur, Pirpainti 

Block  

2*660 MW  

 

Signed  

 

4. M/s AES India Pvt. Ltd  Jagdishpur  2*660 MW  Signed  

5. M/s Essar Power  Pirpainti  1800 MW  Awaited  

 

6.2.2. Profitability analysis of fly ash brick production in Bihar 

Generally it a concern that fly ash bricks are neither good in quality nor are cheaper to produce due to 

the high cement quantity required to stabilize the same. However there are certain ways to produce a 

fly ash brick. It has been seen that with the type of fly ash being available at Kahalgaon, strength of 

around 100 kg/cm2 can be achieved with the right combination of technology and machine.  

Calculations show that a fly ash brick can be even produced between Rs. 4-4.50 with an acceptable 

strength comparable to the burnt bricks available in the areas. 
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Recommendations 

 

The table below gives an idea of the possibilities of fly ash brick production with the ash available in the 

surveyed cluster. 

 

Table 5: Possibilities of alternate brick production 

Sl. Details Bhojpur Patna Bhagalpur Khagaria Munger 

1. No. of FCK units 220 430 124 69 57 

2. Brick production 

(in lakhs) 

8,800 17,200 4,960 2,760 2,280 

3. Fly ash availability 

(within 100 km radius) 

0.14 million ton 2.80 million ton 

4. Additional fly ash 

(From NTPC Barh) 

3.86 million ton Nil 

5. Fly ash brick production 

capability 

(in lakhs) 

26,000 18,200 

6. Possible no. of units 2,100 1,500 

7. Energy consumption Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

8. Emissions Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

 

It can be seen from the table that the total brick production in Bhojpur-Patna district is around 26,000 

lakh bricks and in Bhagalpur-Khagaria-Munger districts are 10,000 lakh bricks. With the fly ash 

availability in 2013 the entire brick production in the above districts can be replaced by fly ash bricks. 

Thus to improve the energy and environmental situation in the state of Bihar the following is 

recommended: 

 A “Green Procurement Policy” being formulated and implemented by the State Government in 

promoting acceptance cleaner brick production technologies. 

 A cluster within a radius of 100 km from Patna be developed as a “Clean Burnt Brick Cluster” 

with the promotion of cleaner brick technologies e.g. Zig Zag (forced and natural draught), 

Vertical Shaft Brick Kiln, existing FCK with use of internal fuel and fly ash. 

 A cluster within a radius of 100 km from Bhagalpur be developed as a “Fly Ash Brick Cluster” 

for effective utilization of fly ash from NTOC, Kahalgaon. 

 Implementation of the Ministry of Environment and Forests notification on 100% fly ash brick 

usuage within a radius of 100 km from a thermal power plant. 

 Phasing out of red brick production in the surveyed cluster and introduction and cleaner brick 

production. 

 

The following figure recommends the regulation to be implemented for improving the environment 

scenario of the state of Bihar. 
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Cleaner burnt brick cluster Fly ash brick cluster 
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